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So may abuse be found In the area with which we are primarily concerned
scientific research. The one-way mirror is a common liXture in facilities de-
signed for bin-medical and behavioral research, Personality and ability tests
are as familiar to researchers in these fields as a stethoscope is to the family
doctor, The computer and electronic data storage and retrieval have become
crucial to the Intelligent and efficient use of research data. BocioactIve and
psyelioactive drugs are;9ver more tempting research tools, as are the con-
waled camera and the hidden microphone, When these and other scientific and
technological. advances are used by scientists, they are used by highly trained,
Well-motivated, professional people for a social purpose on which the commu-
nity places al'high maw, But tills fact by itself, obviously, .does not4lg.1 warrant
the invasion of private personality any More than it would warrant the taking
of private property or the administration of live cancer cells to a non-consent-
ing patient.30

The recent advances in science have made it clear that society must now
work out some reasonable rules for the protection of private personality. It is.'
perhaps, becoming imperative now to define how the interests of the commit-
nitywhether in scintific research or law enforcement or economic growthcan
he accommodated with the need for privacy, The necessity for such an acconi.;:.
modation poses no idle problem. The consequences of the failure to resolve it
are predictable : they begin with the recoil and revulsion of the community ; 31
they conclude With arbitrary legislation,

There is no doubt as to the community reaction to the -administration, even
in the mune-of research, of live cancer cells to unwitting patients, Nor should
we expect that the comniunity will be any more tolerant of behavioral re-
Search that subjects non-consenting persons to the risk of injurious, though
non-fatal,-after-effects. Indeed, community sensiiivity as to what is -reasonable,
or tolerable, Is not 'limited to situations where physical or psychic injury may
he involved.

While neither the most representative nor serious intrusion, a Well known
evainple of privacy invasion in the field of behavioral research is the so-culled
!`juu bugging." experiment conducted by the University of Chicago, Financed
by the- ?Ford Ruination, this was a scientific inquiry conceived and, carried
out with the best of professional motivation and skill, Although the consent, in.
adrance, Of the court and of opposing counsel was obtained, the stirreptitious
probing of the individual and institutional 32 privacy of the members of -the.1111.
hag Iota IseigeR, 74 YATM L.J. 1245, 1254 (1965) Sokol, bite Process in the Protection
of Adults And Children (paper presented Sept. 11;1964, at the Northeast Regional Con-
ference of the Amerlean Public Welfare Association).

(e) In entertainment consider the television programs which have used hidden cam.
eras to photograph unsuspecting subjects see N.Y. MN, LAW 1 884 dealing With
exhibitions, and particularly the prohibition of "any Oct whereby any . elti
zeu , . is held up to contempt or ridicule.

"See Matter of Hyman v. Jewish Chronic Disease Hosp., 15 N.Y.26 317, 206 N.14.2d
888, 258 N.Y.S.2d 897 (1905). See ohm, Carley, Reaent,olt and Ethim Wall Street Jour,
nal, June 10, 1965. p. 1, col. 1 ' N.Y. Times Affirch 20, 1965, P. 56, col. 1.

31 See Iron & Welder, Teat. Burititig 11) Afittaticax l'incifotoofst 287 -44 (1901) ;
Mettler, Teat Uurning in Peva, 14 AttnnICAN PtircitotonisT 082-83 (1959).

" Although this article is concerned with individual privacy, the claim to institutional
and collective (or group) privacy should be noted, Institutional privacy is more than
the sum of the claims to privacy of the members of 11._particular institution. Foe exam
ple, even had each of the members of the jury in the University of Chicago experiment
consented to the recording of the jury rootn proceedings, the tone of the public response
indicates that such recording would still have' been viewed as tampering with a sacred
institution and, therefore, offensive, See Shils. atiptt note 1, at 13249. The individlital
Claim to privacy is plainly paralleled by the institUtional claim, and both are rooted in
the need of aft orgitnistu to learn and grow by ryttiet trial and error (sontetintes called
praetice) without loss of dignity or public accountability, or risk of punishment. Both
involve the concepts of consent and confidentiality discussed later in this article. But
the conditions, Under Which the claim may be assertedby private institutions hs Well

public and .the deterfoinatioft of who may consent (if the judge cannot consent for
the jury, can the President Consent to the disclosure of his cabinet discussions? raise
the privacy bellies in a different context worthy

and
Separate analysis. The public

countability of institutions, (both itottertiment and private) Mist be Weighed and balk
!Maid .with the instittlthilial need for privacy to Maintain their effectirenesa and integ,
rity. This is Well alppreclated by all who are responsible for the destiny of an
institution and Who have dealt, for wimple, with jourtudiSa !winkles, 'congressional
tovestigntions, government queStiontutires, jthlk'Ial subpoenas, VIII interviews or stOcki
holders deltoids. A retfettt illustration of a Melt of sent:RIMY to this claim of Muffin,
Holm for .privacy is afforded by ti bill introduced in the New York State Setts' on
March 9, 10115 (Semite Print 25:42, intro, 2691) which would have declared "all bee:, .
bills, vouchers, cheeks contracts or other papers connected ion 01 lava or flied HI
the office of every authority or commission . ..or with Any officer acting ter or on ifs
behalf ,. public records , . open to pubtft) inspection at itIl tittles (limphaffItt
added.)
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jttry shocked the eommuldt y when the experiment heel-tine ptiblie knowledge in
October, 1955. Federal and state statutes wore promptly passed, is 1950 and
1957, to ball IIII attempts to record or obserVe the proceedings of it jury,33.Tha
New York statute, for example, reads as follows:

"A iorson , who, not a member of a Jury, rebordi4 or, listens. to by means
Of InstrItment the deliberations of such Jury or who aids, knthorizes, employs,
procures, or permits another to do so . is guilty of eavesdeopping",34

And In New eavesdropping. Is a felony punishable by imprisomnent I 35
Another Maude where neither physical injury nor emotional trauma is nee-

essarily Involved Is found in personality testIng.80 It requires no Cassandra to
predict lawsuits by pneents, and a spate of restrietive legislation," if those
who administer these tests fit schoolseven for the Most legitimate of scien
title' purposesdo not show. a sensitive appreciation for both Individual and
group violins- to a private personality,

The lesson is niless the advances of selence are used with digerholutt-
Um% by scientists engaged in behavioral research as well as by other profes
Mons, by Industry and by governmentthe eonstruetive and productive uses-of
these mivaticeS May be drastically and unnecessarily restricted by a resat!!
community.38

Iv. Tun NE Pon EqUII,IIMIUNt

ObviouSly, as Samuel Nlessick wrote recently
Absolute roles forbidding the use of [personality tests] . . bevattse they

delve Into contents beyond the bounds of decent iMptiry would be an Intolerable
limitation both to scientific feeedom and to .professional freedom".m

ft should be equally obviousyet it may not be Hthat absolute rules per-
mitting-professional license, in the name of scientific research, to probe beyond
the hounds of decent inquiry are equally Intolerable to it free societY and to
free. men,. Absolute- rules do not offer useful solutions to conflicts Valtiea,
What Is heeded is wisdom and restraint, compromise and tolerance,' and as
wholesome a respect for the dignity of the individual as the respect .accorded
the dignity of spinet!.

It' diserimination and discerlunelit are in fact brought to bear, then we can
be (.01111(14,a that the advances in science and technology pose Ito Intolerable

"1s U.S.C. I MS (1904) ; see, MAHN, Ass. LAws ch. 272, § MIA (Stipp, 1904).
"4N,V. Pas, LAw # 73S. The new penal law, effective Sept..1, 1907, replaced Section

7:15 with n general Arovision prohibiting "wiretapplq or meelmitient overhearing of a
converimthm. N.Y. Seas, Laws 1905, oh. 1039, § The memory of the Chicago ex .
pertinent lingers on. Sins the antheaVesdropping bill introduced in the MinnesetnLegisla-
tore on Mardi 4,1905. S.P'T..No, 915,1 2(d) (Phillips Legislative Service),

N.Y. Ms% LAW 740, he new penal law makes no substantial change in this provi-
sion. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1005, eh. logo, § 250.05.

Cronhach, one of the nation's outstanding authorities en psychologiCal test.
log, in his book, Rood Ints of Psycho loyteal Test Ino (2(1 ed, 1000) observes

'AO' test is ow invasion of privacy for the minket who dot* not wish to reveal hint-
self to this psychologist. While this problem may be eta:mattered in testing knowledge
and intelligence of persons who have left school, the personality tent is inch more
ate) regarded at4.11 violation of the subject's rights. flvery man has tWo personalities t
the role he plays in his social interactions and his "trite self". In a etilttire where (Men
expression of emotion is discouraged and n taboo is placed. on aggressiVe feelings, for
example,. there is vernal, to he some discrepancy between these two parka:01411th% The
pergonality test obtains its most significant Information by probing deeply -into feelings
nod attitudes which the individual normally conceals. One test purporbi to assess

an adolescent boy resent atithority. Another tries to determine whether a
mother redly loves her MOM, A third has a score indienting the strength of, settuni.
needs, 'these , and virtually all measures of personality, seek information on .areas which
the subJeet has .eVers' reason to regard ns private, in normal social intercourse,
willing to adroit the psychologist Into these private areas only If he sees the.relevanee
of the questions to the attainment of his goals In working with the psychologist. The
tisyehologist is hat "invading privacy' where lie is freely admitted and Where he Ira* it
genuine used for the information obtitifted."

Id, at 459-00,
41 See S. Use, No, 553, Rath Cong., 1st Sess, 41 (1008) for the legislative proposal

4(155) of lienromentatiVe Atilthrook of (thits. In New York, Assemblyman /toss() in,
trodneed it bin in Irst14 (Al 1701) to preclude the testing of n school child Without the
consent of a parent or guardian.

R0 to miditioti to the restrletions that now lie thiposed eft the uses of selehee and tech,
ooloitY, there should also be considered the prospect Of legal liability for nay injury
that may be suffered froth their tol, See Itheingnid, Awn note 27 Continent, Loot tat.
nitrations of PAlleholopleal Research with liftman NOWA 1980 Mittel bd. 200. See
also note On infra for stattites which snake envesdropPitigslineluditig eavesdrOppiag by
lodInViorat seielitiata the course of reaeareh---0 Mine.

Memalek, Perannallt Measurement and the Rthles of ARReasinent) 20 AMOnteAtt Vitt-
ettot.notsT 130, 140 (11)(15).

cis Men it hot Unrelated disenssioit fit 'PIM NOW ;OA:4M OP THASON
158-01 (1000).
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threat to privacy. Indeed, they promise to 'contribute more to an understanding
of the claim to privattl..personality, to the recognition of its proper limits, and
to the protection of its creative integrity-than anything in our recorded experi.
once. Worthy of note is M. Hobert Morison's reminder that: " , .the sei-
ences are providing more accurate ways of describing moral problems, and are
actually Milling attention to types of moral problems which heretofore have
nt been recognized."41

It is not enough to 'be optimistic about the consequenees of the tensions be-
tweet' science and privacy'. It is incumbent upon lawyer and Scientist to acconc
modate the goals of science with the 'claim to privacy, and to help articulate
the rules att.1 concepts that will maintain both the produetiVity of science and
the integrity of personality.

In his wellknown essay On .liberty, John Stuart Mill, while concluding that
"over himself, over his own body and mind, the individual is sovereign," youth),
tied :

"There is a limit to the legitimate interference of collective opinion with in,
dividual indepentienee; and to find that limit, and maintain it against en-
croachment, is as Indispensable to a good condition of human affairs, as
protection against political despotism.

"But though this proposition is not likely to be contested in general terms,
the practical question, where to place the limithow to make the fitting ad-
justment between individual independence and social controlis a-subject on
which nearly everything remains to be done Monte rules of conduct, there,'
tore Worst be imposed, by law in the first place, and by opinion.on many things
which are not tit subjects for the operation of law, What these rules should
he, is the principal question in human affairs; but if we except a few of the
most obvious cases, it is one of those in which least progress has been mule in
resolving." 42

Although more than a century has passed since this pessiMistic estimate; was
made, its essential validity remains,

Our pOrpose is to identify some of the rules of eondnet which, by providing
balance and senstitive awareness, can in this century accommodate, and per-
Imps even resolve, the confrontation of the values of privacy With other val-
ues. While the focus here is on behavioral research, it should be einplutsiged
again, that this clash with the values of privacy. is not unique to behavioral
researeh,43 The rules of conduct which can accommodate behavioral research
to the claims of private personality may, it is hoped, -provide useful parallels
in other areas.

v. MMAVIONAL 10:MARCH AND INDIVIDUAL tiltIVAcY

The traditional methods of behavioral research may, on occasim4 involve
Viol:aloft of the individual claim to priVate personality.44 These traditional re,
search methods can be grouped into three broad types; first, selfdeseriptions
elicited by interviews, questionnaires, and personality tests; secondly, direct
observations and recording of individual behavior; and thirdly, descriptions of
a person by another serving as an informant, or the use of secondary data
suehas school, hospital, court or office Yeeords.

These three major research methods do not necessarily lead to a violation of
the claim to privacy, All may be, and most often are, used tinder conditions of
anonymity or individual consent and with Strict control over confidentiality.
NeVertheless, each method, if improperly employed, can make serious inroads
on personal privacy, Thus,. some personality tests induce the subject
tingly to reveal more about himself than be Wishes to; careftilly designed
questionnaires and interview procedures can be used to trap the individual
into making public those facts and feelings Omit himself or others that he
would not wish to disclose. Direct obserVational methods similarly call involve
privacy Invasion as, for example, itt the use of 'oneWity glass for the observe,
that of children without their knowledge, or in the llSt4 of an unidentified NO.
Wilma observer such as a Modal scientist pretending to be either a.ptitiont In
it Mental hospital or a member of a minority group, or a drug addict .amonglowei.

1t Morison, Poithattotte and ttnittendtee, AgALIM 11011, 11:47 (1004).
12 Nf1t,i,, nY LinnterV 7-8 (IlebboNerrill min),

rile
24-20 *Ora and accompanying text,

44 'rimy may oho invelVe the invasion of 'group Or institutional privaey, One example
is provided by research oit minority groups or associations, See note .42 supra,
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troubled juveniles, Descriptions of One individual by another, either oral or 111
the form of written records, can also be used In ways that invade the individ-
ual's privacy, Illustrative is information elicited from children.about their par-
eats' life together, or the description of husbands by wives, or the Use of insti
tutionat records, originally compiled for one purpose, for quite another. An
extimple_of the latter is fotnid when school data are made avallablti to outsid-
ers for research not related to the administration of the educational program.
It Is the same when welfare data are made available for purposes not con-
nected With the welfare objectives for which they were obtained.

Each of these three basic research methods may engage one or both of the
two centraland ethical -- issues which are at the core of the relationship be.
Men_ research and personal privacy. These are first, the degree of individual
consent that exists and, second, the ,degree of confidentiality that is main-
tained. The former concerns the conditions under which information is ob.
tallied from a person; the latter, the condition's under which the information is
used.

Let us consider some of the ways which these two issues are raised by
research,

In the use of self - description, a privacy issue arises if the individind re-
spondent does not participate willingly, or if he participates without knowl-
edge of the information being elicited from him, or without an understanding
of the Purposes for which such inforthation will be used. The nature of the
private information being yielded can be obscured from the respondent either
by direct artifice, by reliance on the respondent's ignorance or his lack of so-
phiktication, or by some form of coercion, employed to enlist his cooperation.
Similarly, with direct observations, t privacy issue arises if the examiliee does
not knoW he is being observed, or if he is put off by misleading instructions as
to the nature or purpose of the observation or the identity of the observer, or
if he is an unwitting participant in a deceptively constructed test situation. An
examinee, for example, might be the only person not to know that a group of
Which he is a part is behaving in a planned abnormal manner so as to test hiS
desire to Conform.' Where informants, or secondary data,.are employed, privacy
questions can arise in several ways, An intincement to a breach of faith or
confidence may be involved; naivete may be purposefully and systematically
exploited. Alternatively, the information may have been supplied only !petallike
its nature, or the subsequent use to be made of it, were not known to the re.
spolident.

In each of these three research techniques, an additional point of some cons-
plexity can be involved: Was the privitey-related data obtained originally for a
different purpose? For example, we may consent to yielding vital data for the
purpose of being admitted to practice law, or society may properly insist on
some loss of individual privacy in order to combat diseake or other hazards to
life or tranquility.45 In any such case, however, the individual should not then
be deemed to have consented, without qualification, to the subsequent use of
such data by a credit agency, or by a member of the school board, or even it
scientist engaged in bona fide research:40

Lawyers are persuaded that they must not talk about their clients' affairs.
While this is now a matter of professional ethics, this restraint 18 rooted in a.
recognition that any other state of affairS would corrode the trust which is of
the very essence of the professional relationship. The effectiveness of the dod
tot', plainly, is similarly vulnerable it' patients ever believed they could not rely
on their physicians to respect imparted confidences. In quite another area
what. Would happen to the process of education if stndent attitudes, its rti
vealed In the Socratic interchanges of the classroom, were recorded and re-
ported by the teacher and then used for scientific research or for other lair,
posessuch as responding to inquiries by potential employers?'

The point, then, is that consent amid confidentiality have a pragmatic as well
as a moral importance to the purshit of any profession, The quality and

lA The Public Health Law of Now York, for eXample, reguirea Oysiciatia, and others,
to report communicable diseases to thou local. health officer (1 2101), perinits health
oflieers to seek court orders to eompel persons to be exandned for Venereal diSenseS
2:1011, and reguires'Vaccination seheol children for Ninollpox (4 2180).

4^ The New York statute, for eXample, contains provisions designed to preserve the
confidentiality of the private W014110011 obtained about the Venereal diseases With
Which a person may be infected, See Nar. Pun. Hum LAW 1 2800,

is v
r.
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effectiveness of behavIorld nitwit veil will depend, accordingly, on the confidence
the public hits in the behavioral scientists and in the way they pursue their
seleiwe,7

VI, CONCEPT OF CONSENT

The essence of the claim to privacy is the choice of the individual as to
what hey shall disclose or withhold, and when he shall do so, Accordingly, the
essential privacy respecting ethic for helm v loyal research must revolve around
the concept of bonsent,8 Taken literally, the concept of consent would require
flint behavioral research refuse to engage in the probing of personality, atti...
hides, opinions, beliefs, or behavior without the fully informed .consent, freely
given, of the individual person being examined, There are, howeVer, several
reasons Why the concept of consent cannot be .so literally invoked in the name
of privacy.

In the first place, a rigid and literal insistence on formal consent, in a re
search context, can readily become unrealistic, In some instances, insistence en
consent would shake the validity of the research itself, The very selectivity in.
volved in consent would ensure that the research was based on a _biased Hem-
Pie and therefore could not be generalized to a wider population, And where.
Ohne attitudes are being lneasnred, knowledge of; and consent. to, -what is
being sought is almost certain to distort the results, In other instances, the -re
quirement of consent might frustrate the project at the outset,40 Finally, in
many instances a full appreciaion of the nature of the research, the purposes
to be achieved and the risks involved would be impossible to convey fully,
ther because of their .essential complexity, or because they involve unknown
factors, or because they are beyond the capacity of the subject. to understand,

Any application of the concept of consent as a privacy-protecting test for
scientific research is further complicated by the difficult factual problem of as
Aiming, in each particular case, what constitutes consent, When is it in-
formed; when is it freely given; who is entitled to give it.? In research situa-
tions consent may be given by tacit. acquiescence, by explicit oral avowal, by
written statement, or it may be implied from the totality of the circtunstances,
While each of these methods of consent can raise troublesome issues, implied
consent is by far the most difficult,

Oh% ansly, in ninny situations, consent can he fairly Wiped, Certainly, pub.
lie figures, particularly those who appear to the public for elective office, have
!limitedly consented to the yielding up of some areas of private personality,
The comings and goings of a Mayor or Governor, or Hollywood starlet, and a
public evaluation and discussion of their strengths and weaknesses in their pub,
Ile roles, are proper subjects of news report, analysis, and research, Similarly
when a client seeks occupational counseling front a psychologist, or a parent
seeks educational guidance for his child, or when a patient seeks psychother
spy he has consented to some probing, and revelation, of his private
personality,w While the combination of circumstances that will warrant the im-
plication of informed consent 'are Myriad, restraint must be exercised not to
imply such consent in the absence of reasonably compelling facts, Otherwise,
the Whole requirement of consent can too 'readily he rationalized away through

.Moreover, consent to the revelation of private personality for one purpose, or
under one set of circumstances, is not license to publish or use the inforthation
so obtained for different purposes or ander different conditions, This is espe
chilly so When the operative consent is implied or when it would be reasonable
to assume that the initial consent would not have been given for the. new put.

Si',' Minks, roost gelenee Teehniquefi: a Problem, of Power and ReepoimibitiNA 58
Itimeritt,V 245 (1050) Mend, The Human Study of Human ileinue, 188

SIAM% 108 MOM
u'rlio tribunal in the Nuremberg trials considered at some length the circumstances

MUM which medical research conducted with WWI beings Would .conform to the othies
of the Medical profession, It evolved ten basic principles that i"all agree , Must be
observed hi order to satisfy moral, ethical and legal concepts," The first of these ten
Xurendairg commandments Was that L"The voluntary consent of the human subject is
absolutely essential." II TittAt,s Or WAR CtttittNAt,M ntiFottn malt NUSSAtinino
TitiliesALS US %k CeNTitot, Cousett, LAW No. 10, Tim !denim CASS (United States V.
Brandt) 151 (U.S. tlov't Printing Mee 1949), See generally Lewis, MONS note 27,

cn noW ninny people, for example, Mild be exported to participate willingly hi a test
to devise stundurd, of homosexual tendencies? Or to measure intra.family hostility?

Sec CitotinActi, op. vit. ellfirtt note 25, at 45042,

'Li kJ
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'pose or the ditrerent situation. Further, varying degrees of consent Must be
recognized, Consent, however given, may be restricted in numerous waysas
to the methods to lai used, the risks .to be taken, the degree of information the
subject Wishes to give or receive, the type'ef data to be obtained, or The uses
to which it may be put,

Another complicating factor in the concept of consent is the determination
of whether consent hag been freely given or coerced, Torture is an old and
well tried technique for extracting private informationand torture ;leen not be
physical.' Mental anguish can;be just, as searing and difficult to endure, The
prospect of release from sufferi ng, therefore, is it powerful lever for access to
the private area, Its uses for 'the manipulation of behavior or the probing for
knowledge are not unknown to sheriffs and prosecutors, to personnel directors,
school teachers, and parents-- ndeed, to virtually anyone who has experienced
authority, Conversely, its use; are very well known by the ,jobless, the hungry,
the'homeleSS, the ambitious and'the young, The obviouS cases of physical, men.
tel, economic, or Social duresS are readily identifiable; but when does a subtle
inducement such as the regard of your boss or even of your peers, or some in-
ducenient, not quite so subtle, such as an extra point added to your college

. grade in return for participaition in psychological experimentswhen do there
become tantamount to duress? What about the vast preStige of scientific re-
search itself as Mends of persuasion ur,,n the unsophisticated? And when
does the relative disproportion between the knowledge, sophistication and WI-
ifiltk of the. investigator mu t his subject make the consent of the respondent
questionable, however freely. and explicity given? It is all too apparent that
the distinction between consent and concealed coercion may often be difficult to
establish, Thik is however, the type of distinction with which our spcial insti-
tutions, in particular our la* and our courts, have a demonstrated 'competence
to deal.

As compared with the complexities of coercion, the problem oflidentifying
the person whose consent must be obtained Can, in most eases, be more readily
resolved, Normally, when a competent adult is the examinee, or the subject of

. research, he is the person Whose consent must be obtained. If he is not an
adult, or if he is not legalky competent, then the consent must he obtained
from the person legally responsible, namely, a guardian or parent, In the case-
of.clilldreth however, while the legal principles may be clear, a lingering Ohl'
cal question remains. Should not a child, even before the age of full legal re-
sponsibility, lie accorded the dignity of a private personality? Considerations
of healthy personal growth buttressed with reasons of ethics, seem to coin-
mend that this be done, If so, then, in the ease of adolescents (and probably
even earlier), some form of prior consent to privacy probing should be ob-
tained from both the parent amid the respondent child,5t

A special word should tie said about anonymity in, behavioral research; Fre-
quently it is possible to obtain data of value for behavioral research where the
subjects need never be identified by Mine. National opinion surveys are one
example; the use of students in a college may be another, Where
anonymity in fact exists, the invasion of privacy involved in behavioral re-
search Might well be regarded as de natant-to, Nevertheless, it must he stressed
that anonythity is not a coMplete substitute for consent, On occasion an hull,
victual may feel that his privacy is being invaded when asked to reveal his
thoughts or feelings, or to describe his fictions, even though he remains (Mite
anonymous. to the researcher, It is a fact that many people even under cotidi-
tions of anonymity resist such revelation to Others, So it would seem that,
wherever possible, both consent and anonymity should be sought in behavioral
research.

The condition of anonymity sometimes is used as a justification for the inva-
sion of privacy in psychological experiments where the subject Is deeieved Its
to the Meaning of the experiment, or where false information is given to the
person so as experimentally to arouse or decrease self - esteem, MotiVation, or

31 Vat, an interesting oommeetary on some of the Subtle ethical .probletiis involved, see
Mace, PHOttejl nano?, 111 Tug Twostitilt ClINTUAV 118, nil-77 (1062), compare
State v. Ititiderman, 136 NAV,2d 577 Mini, 1005), .where the court held that ah adult
Immo owner &Mid e&ctively (moment to,a search of his Mutt child's room notwititstane.
Ing the absence of both a court warrant and the consent of the adult child, This is an,
other instance of a judicial preoccupation with the concepts of ,property when the claim
to privacy in involved. See cases cited hate 3 supra and accompanying text,
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other similar feelings. That. the subject remains anonymous, however, can hot
justify the failure to obtain his consent prior to any'such purposeful tuttnipu.
lotion of his personality,52

Behavioral scientists need no reminder, that the concept of consent is not
now universally operative as a condition f the research projects on which
they are engaged, The use of human guinea pigs is not confined to prisons, Mx-
amines Of "forced" submission to privacy probes can be found in our hospitals,
our schools, our colleges, our social welfare programs, our research institutes,
and our institutions for. the disturbed, handle:04,ml, or retarded, Such a disre-
gard for the dignity of personalityoceasional though it may be.must be
guarded against and eliminated by the social scientists themselves.na If they
fail or refuse to exercise self-control, then the community will inevitably feel
compelled to net for itself and legislate for the protection Of personal privacy.

While the knowledgeable, freely -given consent of a participant should be a
basic ground rule for all behavioral research, there is, of course, .a need for
exceptions. There must be, indeed, a fundamental. exception to cover the many
instances where society will accept the invasion of privacy as permissible and
reasonable, 'Thus, when the general welfare requires it and due .process is oh-
served, our society permits the. taking of private property without &went,.
There is no reason to doubt that, under similar cirellinstances, society Will per-
mit, at least. a limited invasion, or taking, or Ovate personality. Circinn-
stances under which the community .tolerates the probing into private areas
without the constant and If necessary, without the knowledge of the examinee
do, in fact, exist. A number of examples can be easily found in law enforce-
ment, In selection for military service, in social welfare work, in the protection
of the public health. in the national census, and in the selection of employees
for the Central Intelligence Agency or as airline pilots,

A public trial may also invade the privacy of the individuals involved in the
litigation. 'Yet since our society is persuaded that a public hearing is essential
to a fair trial and to social order, it finds entirely reasonable that the individ-
ual claim to privacy must yield in this instance. blven here, however, the equi-
librium between the competing values is sensitively preserved and there are oc-
casions When tile court is cleared, or the testimony sealed.5

It Is uppercut that tills view is not yet fully shared by the behavioral scientists.
Pot' example, Dr. Lee .1. Cron Melt, who hats given thoughtful consideration to the prob.
144118 of ethics in psychologleal testing, and who sensittvely perceives the ethical issues
involved in the use of. psychological tests in other contexts, with respect to scientific re
sea ech has stated ;
. 1n etical objeetion ran be raised to the use of subtle techniques and even of mis-
leading instructions when the Information so obtained will be used entirely for research
purposes, the subject's identity being concealed any report,"

Cronbach, op. cit. supra note 25, at 461. Even for research purposes, however, Cron-
tun+ raises a caution where the investigator occupies a position of authority over the
person being tested. Id. nt 4112,

t.3 An excellent example of a responsible attitudo toward behavioral research in schools
is to be found in Kohn R.. totter, Special Methodological Considerations 4tt Conducting
Field Research in a School Setting, 1 Psvcnot.onv is Tag Settoot,s 31 (1904). See also

POW, The Relationship between the Psycho:oaten! investigator and the
Pebtle Sehonts, 10 AMMOCAN Nitvit0f.00tt4T 201 -08 moth While neither of these art!
vies deals with the debit to privacy as such, Messrs, Kohn anti Better show a lively no.
Predation of it, and recognize the 'importance of consent, anonymity and confidentiality
In, and for, behavioral research,

m'Examples of the range of protections available in the Miele' process are
(n) Court orders to protect confidential information obtained for evidentiary purooses

from being improperly used for other purposes, See Covey Oti Co. v, Continental Ott
Co.. :140 P.2(1 9911 (10th fir. 1903), cert. denied, 380 U.S. 904 (1005) United States V.
Lever. Ilrothers Co., 19P to, Supp, 2114 .(S.11141,Y. 1901), appeal dismissed, 371 U.S. 207
(1992), cert, denied, :371 U.S. 982 (1902), See also N,Y. CPLIt § 3103 (preventing the
abuse of pretrial diselositre proceedings),

(b) Statutory provisions relating to the disposition of the evidence submitted to the
Tax flotort. sec INT. HO, Conn op' 1954, 1 740: or the reception of certain evidence bythe Civil nights Commission. See Civil Rights Aet of 1957, 102(g), as amended, 78
Stmt. 249 (1904), 42 U.S.C. 1 1975n(e) moo.

(e) Statutory provisions for the sealing of records In judleial proceedings and limit-
ing necess thereto, See N.Y. no% fin. L.tw 18 114 ((Wootton), 285 (matrimonial ne-Hong) : N.Y. PIA:Mt CT. ACT 1 tad (privacy of records) N.V. floe, WormneLAW $1 872(4) (records as to children), 132, 13(1 (welfare

(d) Statutory provisions for the exclusion of the nubile from court proceedings, gee
SLY, ;frotetAitt TJAAv § 4 : N.Y. FAMILY CT. Acv § 381 (paternity proceedings),

(e) Statutory provisions restrirting the availability of information obtained by the
Department of :fustier tinder a Civil Investigative Demand, see Antitrust Civil ilrocese
Art § 4(e), 70 Stet, 5110 (111021, 15 § 1318(e) (1904), or obtained by the Dewittmeta of Commerce, See 13 tt,S.C. 1 0 (1004).

f) Statutory prohibitions against televising or broadcasting of judicial proceedings,
such ns N.Y, Civ, ;Maya LAW § 52.

>4 ak

.?
k,f
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Wen where the public Interest may warrant the taking of private property
01' of Private personality, uo absolute license is justified, The taking should be
reasonable, it should be conducted- with due process, and it should be Waited
to no more than what is necessary for the fulfillment of the public purpose
which, in fact, warranted the invasion.

If we apply these princIple:4 to behavioral research, it is clear that, in de-
termining whether the interference with the right of private personality, is -rea-
sonable, one must appraise many diverse factors, They includA such matters as
whether the research is necessary, or simply desirable; whether the identifica-
tion of the individual is in fact required for the successful conduct of the
research ; whether the invasion of privacy Is being limited to the narrowest ex
tent possible; whether artifice and the.risk of physical or psychological injury
I114, being avoided; whether the research is being conducted by trained profes-
sionals tinder controlled conditions; whether the paramount public interest fa-
vors the research at the risk of a reduction in individual privacy-; and
whether- the paramount nature of the piddle interest has been explicitly reco
nixed, or otherwise accepted, by the community in its laws, by its codes,
through Its political action, or in such other laborious ways as social consen.
sus is reached and expressed in a free society.

'the analogy between behavioral research hi the public interest and investi
genre visits by welfare agents administering public assistance is pertinent. Flo
are the words of the Deputy Commissioner of the New York City Department
of Welfare;

-The fact that public assistance is a statutory right means, therefore,. that it
Is subject to contusions imposed by the Legislature.... It means that the Leg-
islature mity require that the applicant waive his right to privacy to permit a
thorough investigation Of his eligibility for piddle assistance, It means that the
applicant must open his home to admit representatives of the Welfare Depart-
ment to enter and to Inquire and to obServe, It does not mean, of course,-that
this permissible and necessary invasion of privacy may go so far as to violate
the constitutional right against unreasonable search and seizure. It does not
Weal; that the invesigator may enter forcibly and without the consent of the
applicant nor does It 1110111 that the investigator may come in the 'dead of
night, but it does mean that the applicant. must submit to an investigation
and, therefore, to an invasion of privacy which falls short of being unreasona-
ble and that if lie refuses to submit and refuses to permit such infringement
upon his right of privacy. then he may not exercise his right to receive public
assisfance.The question, therefore, is wholly one of reasonableness and in this
respect there may well he a difference of opinion among people of good will...5n

A clear and paramount piddle interest in a particular behavioral research
inquiry, in spite of a high cost in human priVacy, can no doubt frequently be
established.. flowerer, the recent emergency of behavioral science knowledge tItt

potential contribution to human welfare has yet to be matched with an explic
!Hy recognized set. of laws or codes or otherwise publicly expressed agreements
on the valtie of different kinds of research. Thus, there are and will be many
occasions hi which conflict between the individual's claim to privacy and the
larger community interest in research for the general good must be .resolved-- -
and the method of resolution must be an expression of cominunity consensus.

This concept of consensus is not employed in any format mechanistic Way.
In a sense, what is meant is that the issue of paramountcy as between. private
personality and a particular program of scientific research should not be left
solely to the decision of the research investigator, There should be some strong
element of community approbation ; the delicate balancing of the colliding Val
ups involved should reflect more than a single point of view.

Community consensus can obviously be expressed in laws, judicial decisiOns,
or political constitutions, Mit it demands fro such formal manifestation, and
can also be expressed in far more subtle but equally pervasiVe ways, 'or

consensus can be expressed in the values of our peers as they are lirtie
Witted to us, Consensus can be formed through the stated views of our opinion
leaders whether they be leaders its government or industry; in labor, the pro-
fessions or the clergy. Consensus can also be reflected in the proVisions Of
collective bargaining contracts between labor and- management, hi the execti

Aa APe Pnin'd /10i6 ; see also COMer, Phi Soolotogy of Poverty, 18 anetAb
tittOlitst5518 (Oct. MM.
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Live orders or instructions issued by Presidents, Cabinet officers, personnel
directors, and administrators of all kinds.

Yet, most appropriate for scientific researchas it is for all the professions
isthe expression of a consensus on values in a published and operative code
of ethics. Such a code yields a triple returnIt articulates the values involved,
uplifts thereby the awareness and standards not only of the profeSsIon but the
entire community, and can provide it Means for disciplining transgressionswithin the profession.

. Thus, in launching .any behavioral research project, the Investigator should
first determine whether voluntary, informed consent, as well as anonymity, can
be aceenunodated with the integrity of the research, If not, the investigator
should then Ascertain whether the community consensus approves the conduct
of the research, under the proposed conditions, without the actual consent. and
anonymity of the subjects, As a minimum, this means the knowledgeable con
currence of those responsible for both the research project (for example, the
financing institutiel) and for the %veil being of the subject (as, for example,
the administration of the college he attends), The history of public health and
medicine in this country, and earlier In Enrolee, gives many illustrations of the
establishment of just such a community consensus on the invasion of privacy
for the general welfare.roi

One may anticipate that, as behavioral science .develops and its colltributioll8
to society increase, the democratic process may afford to it more occasions of
publicly approved invasions of personal privacy.

vit. vita coNCEPT or coNrInNTIALlyv

. Whether private data are collected with consent, or without consent but
with society's permission because of the perceived public interest involved, the
minimal requirements of privacy scent to call for the retention of the private!.
data in a manner that assures its inaxitunin confidentiality consistent with the
integrity of the research. Thus, the second privacy issue presented by behaVa
Iiral research, as it is with all Inroads on the private personality, is the Issue
of confidentiality,

One of the most important yaws in which the, concept of confidentiality in
behavioral research can be served is to seek to design the research so that the
responses of the persons providing the data can lie anonymous; the design
should avoid identifying any individual respondent with a particular' response,
While this should lie possible in all opinion surveys, in many instances the na-
ture of the research will require an ability to identify each respondent with
the data elicited from him. This would of Course be trite in-longitudinal stud.'
limas of child growth and developmentwhere respondents Must be eXilin-
hied (ir interviewed a number of times, or in studies of s: Vend diverse- Nets of
records; which must be matched up to a particular individual,

If full anonymity IS not possible in the research design,57 then there are sev-
eral other safeguards which should be stressed to provide suite degree of aim-
nyinity or confidentiality, The first, needing no more than a passing mention, is
the integrity of the behavioral research scientist, which, along with his inter-
est in science, must be assumed as a basic prerequisite, The integrity of the01.046

m See note 45 Rood.
M It should be. borne in mind that there ore various degrees of anonymity In the

gathering of research date, and It may be useful to distinguish between theta Whine.
ing the values of particular research With the costs in privacy that may he involved.
Dr. Isidor Mein, Professor of Psychology, at New York University's Clrodunte'Sehool of
Arts and Science. in n letter to the authors making this point, identified, aniong the
possible levels of anonymity, the following six:

(a) the particular subject is never identifiable, not even by the investigator or his
agents (h) the particular subject temporarily identifiable, but his identity is never
oscertoied up to and including the point at which the data that he has provided are
consolidated in some meaningful and interpretable form': (c) the particular subject is
temPontrily.identifiable and his identity is known up to, but not Winding, the point at
which the dots that he hits provided are consolidated in some meaningful and interpret
able forth * kb the perticular subject is temporarily identifiable mid eon be associated
'with data that nee in themselves Meaningful and interpretable, but his identity is hat
oseertained (e) the identity of the partiehlar subiect known in conjunction with
nicaningfal land interpretable date, Mit his identifiability end identity ere subtnerged in
the treatment of the data from ninny subjects and hie own data are never scrutinized
from the point of view of interpreting or drawing any inferenees about him or his he
harlot.; and the identity of the Particular subject is known in conjunction with
meaningful end interpretable data and those ants are scrutinised from the point of View
of interpreting some aspect of the individual or his behavior, but his identity is thereof
ter submerged in the collection of similar processes of interpretation for Many subjects.
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professional scientist will assure both his informants and soeiety at large. that
he will .110 responsible and will maintain the confidence of any information
given to him by identifiable informants. That there are oceasional breaches of
professional confidence at this level underscores the significance of putting
stress on the responsibility of the investigator both during his professional
training a ad throughout Ids research career.

Another important safeguard for confidentiality can be provided through
control techniques. For example, the identity of the respondent may be coded .

and separated from his response except for the code number. The code, in
turn. may be made accessible only to a few of the most responsible officials, or
perhaps, only on two signatures or by the use of double, keys, even as elenten
tory a safeguard as a locked file can make for substantial improvement. Penal-
ties within the profession may also be devised for any breach of the confiden-
tiality which Should be of the very essence of professionalism.

-Another readily available step is .the destruction of research data.At the
very least, that part of the data which would identify any individual With any
portion of it should be destroyed,.and destroyed at the earliest moment it is
possible to do so. Today, it is quite raw for an institution or an .W141E11110 sc
elitist to take what is nOw viewed as.a radical step and destroy data which
potentially has Valite over a longer time span, Indeed, behavioral scientists
have strong incentives to retain all original research data.58 Such data can
provide information of a longitudinal nature about the development of person-
ality or organisations pm time, the early childhood antecedents of career sue -
cess, the degree of change in interest and attitude front one age to another,
the effects of marriage upon personality characteristics and other 'fascinating:
problems. There are now great repositories of such data in the United States
collected about individuals in schools, both secondary and college, and other in..
stltutional sett:tufs, which have been maintained because of this natural resiat
once of the research scientist to discard anything of such potential value, Nev.
ertheless, the maintenance and use of this information for .purpoSes other
than that originally agreed to, and the threat to confidentiality inherent in its.
eontitmed natintenanee. strongly suggest that the proper course of the person
or institution possessing such data is either_to obtain the consent of the Mi.
vidual involved to its continued preservation, or to destroy the data, painful as
the hatter prospect may be.

It shoUld be emphasized that neither the integrity of the scientist nor the
teehnical safeguards of locks and codes can protect research data against .a
valid subpoena : such data are at present quite clearly subject to subpoena. In
the last analysis, therefore, unless our lawit are changed to accord a prIVileged
status to privately given research information, confidentiality can be assured
only by destruction of the data. The change in the late required to accord a
privileged Status to research data can be accomplished by statute. Thus, by
statute in eighteen states,'" a privilege has already been afforded to informa-
tio. received by a psychologist from his client. That statutory privilege does
not, however, seem to extent to psychological research,'"

a% see, e.a., Johllson. Retain the Original Data!, 19 AMERICAN PaVcuot,oalirr
350-51 (1904%. See also de Central Data Storage, 111 AMMUCAN PHYCHOLoOIST
772-7:1 (19114). The prospect of the Use of Computers for central recording, storage ntl
retrieval of research data in time behavioral sciences adds a troublesome new dimension
to the proteetion of firivney. Computerixed central storage of information would remove
what surely has been one of the strongest allies of the chitin to privacythe inetn
Menet' of man and the fallibility of his forinory.

6° thr eighteen states are : Alabama. ALA. Conn tit. 40, 1 207(30) (Sapp, 1903)
Arkansas, Auk. STAT. ANN. § 72-1510 (1957) ; California, CAL. MM. Moto, Como:
II 2004; Colorado, Coro. law. STAT. ANN. § 154-1-7(8) (1003); Delaware, Dim, Coat:
ANN. at 24, ;13534 (Sapp. 19(14) ; Georgia, GA. Conn Ass. § 84-3118 (1955) Idaho,
lAlto Coon Ass. § 54-2314 (Sapp, Mum) t Illinois, Ira., ANN. STAT. eh. 911/;, .1 400
(staith4lord Sapp. 1084) ; Kentucky, XV. Ut:Y. STAT.' ANN, 1 319.111 (Soup. iaaro ;
,Itiehigitn, Mien. *Milt. LAirg § 338,1018 (Salop. 1081) ; Nevada, NM,. RIM STAT,
§ 48.085 (1003).; New Hampaitire, N.H. 115%. STAT. ANN. ,§ 830 -A :10 (Alloy. 1003)
New 'Mexico, N,M. STAT. Ass. 11. 07-30-17 (Sapp. 1005) ; NeW York, N.Y. Both,. LAW

7011 Oregon, on, 1241V. STAT. .§ 44.040 (1008) ' Tennessee, Tuss. Cook AM .§ 03-1117
(19551f1 Utah, UTAn eon ANS. § 58-25-9 .0903) ; Washington, %twit. Ittw, Conn
# 48.83.110 (1057).1.,0 A Montana statute does, however, Arent to extend n limited privilege to certain
types of behavioral research if conducted UP it person teaching psychology in a school,

Montana statute reads as lotion's;
"Any person engaged in teaehing psychology in any school, or who acting as such in

engaged ha the study and observation of child mentality, shall not AVMolit the consent
of thus parent or guardian of such child being so taught or observed testify in any civil
fiction' us to stay Information so °Rifted,"

MONT. UM, CODER ASH. § 93-701-4(0) (19)4),
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1VI.1 le- statutes may be desirable, they may not always be necessary. A privi-
lege status has been afforded- by the common law to communientions between
husband and wife,61 and attorney and client;62 privilege also inheres tt consti-
tutional doetrineas in the priVilege against self-incrimination. Thus,it is e011
ceirahle that priiglege could be extended by the courts to other situations--
perhaps in a persuasive ease, where a research scientist was willing to resist a
subpoena and risk imprisonment, in order to protect the private research data
In his possession. While there is a role for the martyr both in science and in
law, privilege should not be viewed ai4 a status symbol for the scientist.03 It
should, rather, be a protective shield for his informant. As the law now
stands, however, it is apparent that the research scientist who probeS in the
realm of the private personality, without consent, bears a special and heavy
responsibility to the subjects of his research, It is a responsibility for confi-
dentiality which, at present, in the face of a subpoena he may find himself
powerless to discharge.

Of crucial importance' also to the protection of confidentiality is a sensitivity
on the part of the scientist to the limited purpose for which the research data
were originally obtained. It is generally accepted that research data should not
he published by the investigator with Identities of the individual subjects at-,
taehed to the data, and there is no reason why this same ethical sense of the
confidentiality, or the privacy, of the data cannot be extended to other forms.
of publication. Thus,it should be part of the responsibility of the research sci-
entist not to make this research data, In which individuals are identifiable,
available to others, whether such others be personnel directors, private detec-
tives, police officers, journalists, government agents, or even other scientists.

Assuredly. one can visualize situations in which the release of research data
for a use not initially contemplated would, because of the .great public Interest
involved, be socially tolerable. lint, just us certainly, it is possible to visualize
situations in which it clearly would not. In the latter category, for example,
obviously falls the sale of personal information to eommercial organizations
for subscription or .malling lists.

In determining the proper limits to be placed on the availability of research
data, a workable proposition may well be to confine such data to the particu-
lar research purpose for which permission was initially .obtained, or to a rea-
sonably equivalent purpose. At the least, such a proposition might be accepted
as an operative rule in the absence of pursuasive considerations to the con-
trary. Of course. it must be recognized that as an individual may consent to an
initial privacy invasion, so may he waive a limitation of that consent to the
original research purpose. Care must, however, be taken in such instances not
to imply a waiver in situations- where it may not have been intended.

hi other affairs there is, unquestionably a happy mean between excessive
privacy and indecent exposure in behavioral research. One way to begin to es-
tablish such a mean is for the behavioral scientists themselves to demonstrate,
by codes of ethics and research standards, their own acute sensitivity and Con-
cern for the problem. Psychologists have made a start on en enforceable code
of ethical standards directed primarily to the client relationship.44 Other disci-
plines can learn from their example and all can extend such codes more
broadly to behavioral research,

VIII. AN ETHICAL CODE

term the foregoing there emerges an outline of the contest between the vat-.
ttes of privacy and those of behavioral research. The commttnity is sensitive to

di see generally S WloMoitE, tyll,fiNCE §§ 12332-4i (MeNaughten rev. 1001).
d2 81.I., Ilurlburt r, Ilurlburt, 128 NA:. 420, 424, 28 N.11, 051, 052 (1891) (die-

tam). See also Lotiisell, Confidentiality, Conformity and Confusion: Privileges in Ped
era! Court Today, 111 Tor,. L. Um*. 101 (1956). See generally 8 Mums, op. cit. 11111.11
note 01, §f 22110-2329. It is unlikely that testimonial privilege will be judicially
tended to situations that do not fatly satisfy Dean Wiginore's four conditions for the
existenee of a privilege : (1) the privileged communication must originate hi a confi-
dence that it will not he disclosed, (2) the element of confidentiality must be essential
to the relationship of the parties to the coMmunication, (3) the relationship is one
Which is to be asskluously fostered, and (4) the injury that would Mare to the rein.
tionship by diselosure of the communication must be greater than the benefit to be
gained front its. contribution to the disposition of the litigation. Id. § 2285.

03 This nevertheless. scorns to be the situation in those eighteen states whit+ Accord
the privilege only to licensed or registered psychologists. See Geiser & Itheingold. Psy
etiology and the Legal Process: Testimonial Privileged Communications, 19 AMMiticAN
lisVetnit,00lf4T 8:11 (1004).

SOe Ethical Standards of Psychologist*, 18 AmElticAN PSYCIfoLoOffiT 56 (1003).
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both values. Our society will support, uhil indeed, will insist on, a decent ac-
commodation between them. An accommodation which takes into account the
ethical and legal obligations of the investigating scientist can be achieved
without diminishing the effectiveness of the scientific inquiry. ScieiltiSts who
are responsive to the claim of privacy will find themselves pressed to develop
better and more rational research techniques. Their innate inventiveness can
be expected to yield new and better research methods.

Not only will the behavioral scientists be inventive in accommodating the
competing values of privacy and research, .but in doing so they will he more
sensitive to the complexities and nuances involved than either courts or legis-
latures. To be sure, however, Judges and legislators do have.a supportive. role
and can be expected to fill it either by .correcting abuses or protecting the re-
sponsible investigator who opertztes in accordance with the ethical consensus of
the cominunity.

The supportive measures available to the !aw, several of which have already
been mentioned, are numerous and varied. One is the extension of 'a privileged
status to the confidential communication of private information to a behavioral
scientist. Another is the provision of civil or criminal remedies for the breach
of the, right of privacy.os A third is to assess and define the contexts in which,
or the. conditions under which, the cost in privacy is either marginal or tie
minimiR, or permissible, because outweighed by the .positive gains perceived
for society in particular research. A fourth measure is to preclude public
officials or employees from disclosing confidential informationacquired in the
course of employment as A fifth approach is to develop "disciplinary proceed-
ings" to enforce the claim to privacy against public officials in some form of
mandamus or contempt,° and against private professional persons-through dis-
barment or loss of license. Still another possible supportive legal measure is to
require registration for the possession of all privacy-invading devices:18 The al-
ternatives are clearly varied. It should be noted, however, that the existing
legislative attempts to prohibit eavesdropping by use of devices have been uni-
formly defective. The current statutes are either inadequate in scope or indis-
criminate in application, or both.

Itemedles for the breach of this right are already available in many States:
(a) See the list of states which recognize a commonaw right of privacy in Prosser,

supra note 14, at '386-89.
(b) Oregon and Maryland have statutes which make eavesdropping, without the con-

sent of all persons being overheard, crime. Neither accords any exemption for behav-
fond research. Thus, in Oregon, it la unlawful to obtain any part of a conversation by
an eavesdropping device "if all participants in the conversation are not specifically 'in-
formed that their conversation is being obtained." Ont. liar. STAT. § 165.540(1)(e)
(1963). Violatlonof this Oregon statute is punishable by fine or imprisonment and ren
ders the violator liable for damages in a civil suit. Onn. liar. STAT. §§ 30.780.
165,540(6) (1963). In Maryland it is unlawful to Use any device "to overhear or record
any part of the eonversati,,t1 or words spoken to or by any person in private conversa-
tion without the knowledge or consent, expressed or in:plied, of that other person." Mn.
Ass. CODS art. 27, § 125A(a) (Stipp. 1064).

(c) See the statutes in five other states which make eavesdropping unlawful without
the consent of a party to the conversationagain without an exemption for scientific
research : CAL. Pas. Cobra § 6113j; DI. ANN. STAT. eh. 88, §§ 14-2. 14-4 (Smith-Hurd
(1064); MASS. Gas. LAWS ANN. ch. 272, § 99 (Sop. 1964) ; Nav, Ray. STAT. § 200.650
(1957) N.Y. Putt LAW § 788

(8) Sce also the comparable but more limited statutes in six other states: ARK. STAT.
ANN. § 41-1420 (1964) (loitering for purposes of invading privacy) ; OA. Cons
Ass. II 20 -2001 (1958) (peeping or similar acts tending to invride privacy) ; N.D. CaNt.
Cohn § 12-42-05 (Supp. 11)65) (Using any mechanical or electronic device to overhear
or record and to repeat with intent to vex or injure) ; OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, 1 1202
(1041) (ioiterin with intent to overhear and repeat to vex or injure) S.C. CODS ANN.
§ 16-554 (1962 (peeping or similar acts tending to invade privacy'? S.D. Cons, §
18.1425 (1939) loitering with intent to overhear and repeat to vex or in ure).

(e) See IttsTkrilMOX'r (SSCoNb), TORTS § 286 (1065), Which reflects the Judicial ac-
ceptance of such statutory standards as a basis for civil liability.

(14 See, e.g., Antitrust Civil Process Act § 4(c), 76 Stat. 550 (1962), 15 V.S.C. I
1313(e) (1904) ; N.Y. }lout. LAW § 1007 ; N.Y. LAB. LAW 587; N.Y.N Pas, I}LAW 702;
N.Y. Pus. MUSKS LAW 74 (W.

fit Swedish Ombudsman suggests another interesting possibility, See A State Stat
site t reate the Office of Ombudsman, 2 HAM J. LIMB. 213 (1965).

ryland, by House Hill 1197, approved by the Governor on April 8, 1065, added a
new 12513 to Article 27 of its Annotated Code and thereby became the first state to
require "every person possessing any eavesdropping and/or Wiretapping device" to regis-
ter :melt device with the State Police. Unless registered it is unlawful to manufacture
or possess any Such device. It will be interesting to see how Vigorously and effectively
this new statute is enforced. Will it be applied, for example, as it would seen) was in-
tended, to the Inanufneturers of tape recorders or dictaphone? Or to the lawyers or sci-
entists who Use theta?
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States, This represents a '10 to 15 per cent increase over 1907's figures, There
were also an estimated million* cases of assault against infants and 'children,

-mid 80,000 deaths and 8 million injuries caused by automobile accidents. We
cannot pretend to say how much of this mayhem was committed by individn-
uals with abnormalities of the brain, since we have no factual data on this
matter one way the other. What we can say, however, on the basis of both
sociological and biological studies, is that seriously violent acts are likely to be
carried out by individuals wlio have given at least some warning of trouble to
come. There is considerable evidence to indicate that much of the violence Is
done by people who have poor impulse control, who have a previous history of
violent acts, and who keep repeating their impulsive and violent behavior even
when it is obviously in their own interest not to do so.

Whatever the underlying causes for this violence, the fact is that it does
exist and its incidence is apparently rising. The best efforts of sociologists, ed-
ucators, psychologists, social psychiatrists, and public officials along with mil-
lions of dollars worth of governmental aid have not been able to reverse this
trend or diminish the amount of violence. The question thUs arises: Can this
violence ever be controlled by the kind of environmental manipulations now
being used even if it were done well, or is some additional approach worth
trying?

It is relatively easy to see that an environmental approach is not likely to
have much effect on the cases we cited to illustrate the dyscontroi syndrome.
Tony I). and Theresa L. were not only impulsively violent, they had difficulty
in restraining their impulses in all other areas of their lives, too. Nor were
they deterred by the knowledge or threat of punishment, because the media-.
nisins that keep most of us from immediately acting on our impulses were de-
ficient or absent- in them. Some of the prisoners we saw were'similarly unable
to control their behavior, no matter what the circumstances. A notorious and
skillful bank robber who. successfully eluded capture in three states was picked
up while carrying $300,000 because he had, on impulse, decided to steal a car
and drive from Las Vegas to Reno. Another prisoner, who had robbed a large
jewelry store and was _driving away from the robbery, decided that he would
jump the stop Rat,' at a busy intersection; he had the misfortune to run head
on into a police car and subsequently found it difficult to explain what. the
burglar's tools, gull, and large assortment of valuable jewelry were doing on
the front seat of his car. It IS impossible with present methods to reeducate or
to threaten.sueli people into behaving rationally. They are ton easily provoked
by environmental stimuli, and too unable to 'control their inappropriate reac-
tions.

Nonetheless, something must be done. The need i r finding some way to curb
violence and to identify abnormal and potentiat:. violent individuals groWs
ever more acute as technological advances in bacteriology and ehemistry make
it more and more possible for a single abnormal person to kill great numbers
of people.

The Texas tower tragedy in Austin, in which Charles Whitman shot 41 tie°.
pie, killing 17, and Richard Speck's murder of 8 nurses in Chicago, tire exatul.
Pim of preventable public catastrophes, Weeks before committing his crime,
Whitman told it psychiatrist of haying "forced thoughts" about climbing the
tower and Icillfng many students with at rifle. And after he Was killed, his post-
mortem okamination showed he had a brain cancerthe kind of cancer that
could have been picked up on a routine isotope scan of the brain. Of course,
Whitman's life might not have been saved as the cancer was highly malig-
nant ; but if he had been in the hospital wider treatment, he certainly would
not have been able to carry out his mass murders. Richard Speck, too, had
symptoms of serious brain disease. Both he and Whitman had committed acts
of senseless brutality before they murdered. If they had been identified as pod
tentially violent. men, and treated before it Was too latebefore they killed, in-
stead .of afterwardsthey might have been stopped in time to save their vic-
tims' lives.

Oswald, the alleged assassin of President Kennedy' is another example of
someone about whom eventual murders could have been predicted, lie had a
history of repeated episodes of uncontrolled impulsive assaultive behavior be,
fore he attempted to assassinate General Walker or kill Other Tippitt, He

This total is based on figures for 1005,
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Was involved in a number of street fights and tried to commit suhlide by slash-
ing his wrists when he was in Russia, In addition, he neat his wife unmerci-
fully on a number of occasions, Their neighbors noticed that Marina's head,
face, and neck were often severely bruised, and were afraid that one day he
would kill her.

These well-publicised and socially important tragedies simply underscore the
need for a program that will help us understand and prevent violence, The
present methodswhich depend upon changing only nvironmental factors--
have proved Inadequate; and, in persons whose violence is related to brain
dysfunction, -they will undoubtedly continue to be inadequate..

Even though sociological and environmental approaches to control violent be-
havior have failed to produce much in the way of constructive results,they
should not he lightly dismissed, and we do not mean to downgrade the obvious
importance of social or environmental influenceS on the brain and behavior.
Workers in the field of sociology, criminology, and social anthropology have
produced an extensive literature on the subject of human violence.. Without
covering this field in any detail, we will mention and describe tkweral of the
theories that have been formulated to explain the causes of human violence,

One of these is the culture-conffiet hypothesis of Thorsten Senn, This con-
flirt has been described as the natural outgrowth of the process of social dif-
ferentiation, which, in turn, produces an infinity of social groupings, each with
its own definitions of like situations, its own interpretations of social relations,
and its own ignorance or misunderstanding of the social values of other
groups, Sellen and his followers have suggested that the transformation of a
culture from a wellintegrated, homogeneous one to a disintegrated type is ac-
companied by an increase in conflict situations. If this theory had universal
applicability, an extremely homogeneous society would be a peaceful one, but
the example of Hitlerian Germany suggests that the concept must have excep-
tions, That country was both homogeneous and well-integrated and yet was in-
famous for mass murder and brutality.

Some scientists have developed useful models of violent behavior on the
basis of individual and group frustrations, with subsequent aggressive What,-
ion While it is certainly true that frustrating environmental situations play a
genuine role In generating violent behavior, individuals Vary greatly in their
tolernee to frustrating situations, Furthermore, the relation of frustration to
Violence, in any given individual, is by no means constant. Clearly, we would
emphasize the role of the individual's threshold for Violent actieln in defining
the Meanie of the frustration experience, The applicability of this model to
group behavior is another matter,

Cloward and 0111111, as welt as Wolfgang and Ferranti contend that the
form of social violence is determined by a subcultural nominative-system; They
suggest that a predisposition to violence is .transmitted by childraising .prac-
tins and peer group relationships in certain segffients of the population; their
focus is on the urban male in lower socioeconomic groups. While differing sub-
culture norms for acceptable expressions of emotion account for much diver-
sity in out' pluralistic society, we would predict that within a given subculture,
those Individuals most likely to commit personal violence, are those with poor
impulse control of the kind we have described,

Yablonsky and others haVe studied the N,iolent behavior of juvenile urban
gangs. In some ways these gangs empitothise certain urban subcultures, but it
is difficult to estimate the contribution of juvenile gangs to the total, picture of
violent behavior, For example, in 1903, there were 1,131 gang incidents in New
York City (as recorded by Chwast and Seller). However, these many incidents,
eaeh involving a number of participants, resulted in the slaying of "only" Ili
people, While the slaying of anyone is a great tragedy, it is difficult to accept
this phenomenon as a major source of homicide in New York City.

Recently the subculture theories have been criticised by Illidleman, fiestates
"Research and theory which assume that the subculture of the poor generates

Violent behavior reflect on the subculture bias of the behavioral scentist who is
developing the theory. The tuiddleelassoriented behavioral scientist abhors ea-
dal theories, As a result, he generally tends to shun theories based on physiol-
ogy, Having convinced himself that he has successfully removed all vestiges of
racism from his formulations, the theorist retains his prejudices, imputing
characteristics to a population he does not fully understand While denying that

1
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these characteristics exist within his own group, Some criminologists are com-
ing to the conclusion that the ease for subcultural violence is overstated."
(From Violence in the Streets edited by Shalom Endleman. Copyright 0 115.18

by Shalom Imindleman.)
One might sununarize the sociological approaches by saying that social disin-

tegrution, frustrations and aggressions, and the subcultural norins of violence
all May it part in generating violent behavior, There seems, howeVer, to be no
general agreement among sociologists or cultural anthropologists on the rela-
tive importance of these mechanisms; nor have these theories led, as yet, to
definitive programs which have reduced the incidence of the violent behavior
in our society,

Frederick Wertham among others has emphasized- the role of mass media
and particularly television in Changing the climate of publieopinion and the
level of general acceptance of violent behavior, This is an appealing by

but it is difficult to get objective evidence or to devise experimental
situations that give a convincing formulation of the effect of mass media on
human behavior, Bandura and his associates have studied the effect of aggres-
sive models (movies and cartoons of violence) on 48 boys and 48 girls.enrolled
in the Stanford University Nursery School, They found that a significant per-
(melange of their subject would copy what they had seen if the tools were
available in applying "aggression" to inanimate objects, The experiment still
left unanswered the question as to whether these subjects would have engaged
its personal violence had they had the opportunity to do so.

Studies are being undertaken which should contribute to answering this
question, Clearly the thousands of hours of exposure to television experienced
by the average maturing brain must be reflected in its final structure. How-
ever, if television were the principle determinant of violence it would be diffi.
gult to explain the disparity in the aggravated assault rates (almost 8 to 1)
when one compares Boston and Montreal, as these cities are both saturated
with the same television programs. This does not-mean that a relationship be-
tween television violence and acttial violence does tot exist; it simply means
that we cannot define it at the present time,

The obvious importance and social significance of group violence is hampered
by the difficulties in critically. analyzing this phenomenon. Wars are the most
devastating sort of group violence, since they produce the greatest number of
deaths, injuries, and most widespread destruction of property, In an army of
national conscripts, chosen by the 'lottery method, focal brain disease probably
poses a minor problem except in those .individuals who lose control of them,
selves under the stress of battle and kill their own comrades or innocent
civilians.

Revolutions, revolts, and riots provide an liiteresting borderline area of study,
The anatomy of the urban riot hai been lucidly dissected by John Spiegel,
while Ohliti has thoroughly studied the phenomenon of prison riots.

One of the outstandingfeatures of the widespread urban riots that have re
cently swept through the United States is the relatively small amount of per-
sona! violence committed compared to the large number of people taking part
in the riot, In the Watts comtnunity of 880,000 people, there were about 10,000
rioters; 87 people were killed, and 118 were wounded by gun fire. Many of
these people were killed by police and National Guard troops and some were
killed when they were unwittingly left behind in burning buildings. It is our
'opinion that the riot atmosphere represents a powerful enVironmeotal influence
on mill those people taking part in the riot. The feet that so few people were
killed of: injured in these riots makes Os believe that unusually strong control
mechanisms were operating both hi the individual rioters and in the police
and National (-Ward troops who sought to keep the riot under vontrol. It
would be partieularly interesting under these cireumstances to eXamine in de-
tall those individuals who did cause serious Injury or deathbe they rioters or
members of time pollee and National Guard.

It is important to keep in Mind that each individual taking part in a riot
lens a indqite life eXperience stored in his brain, Furthermore, each individual
receives unique visual, auditory, cittainions, olfactory, and gdstatory cues
which are transmitted to his brain for the integration and synthesis that re.
stilt. In the vocalizations and muscular movements of latimiti behavior. ThIS isi
not to deny the tremendous homogenizing Whitlow that a group has on any
Individual taking part in group activity. Nevertheless, each IfidiVidnal is re.
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spousible for his own behavior ; that this behavior may blend perfectly into
the group activity is a tribute to the flexibility and adaptability of the central
nervous system. It does not mean that an individual's brain has ceased to
function, nor does it mean that his individual behavior can be ignored.

The increase in both group and individual domestic violence has brought two
kinds of responses from an afflicted society. One approaeh concentrates on the
"rigid enforcement of law and order," This phrase has often been n euphemism
for the suppression of public demonstrations and protests. It brings with it the
specter of an authoritarian police state. The other approach to the control of
violence calls for the dissolution of the slums, the abolition of poverty, and the
correction of social injusticesall vitally necessary goals. Up to this time nei-
ther of these approaches in their piecemeal application has resulted in an
effective reduction of violent behavior. But both of these approaches have one
thing in common they ignore the individual and his brain.

Finally, we should like to emphasize thatin spite of our apparent criticism
of our sociologically oriented colleagueswe realize that these professionals
are working in a difficult and complex field. However, they should not have to
labor alone. With new technological skills and equipment, the brain scientists
and clinicians can give them some significant help. Together the two disci-
plines can shoulder the public burden that violence causes.
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cuArrEa I2VtoMptcr3 PIttliptTioN

I established law and Justice in the tan d. The Code of Haw. nurabl

Chiefs, who no more in bloody fights engage,--Itanien Iliad, Book III. .

Happy be he who could learn the causes of things and who put beneath Ms
feet alt feas.Vivil, Georgics, I, .Line 49D

The problem that modern biological and social scientists have in tryiag
to cleat With violence is much -like the problem that 19th century neurologist
and psychiatrists had With "insanity"learning enough about its causes and
natural hiktory to be able to assess Individual cases and treat each patient
properly, In the 19th century the insane asylums were full of people lumped
together as "crazy," butt who in reality had many different diseases. Some tie.
Nally had pellagra, Once doctors could recognize vitamin deficiencies, and
know how to preveht- and treat them, people no longer developed Pellagra
related symptoms of mental illness. Others Were suffering from the late stages
of syphillis, and still others front undiscovered brain tumors; both conditions
became ficeessible to diagnosis and treatment, thereby shrinking the "crazy" mite
gory still further. In short, the more psychiatrists and neurologists learned
about the various causes of "insanity," the more effectively were they able to
differentiate between mental, conditions that appeared to be the same, but, be.
cause they had different causes, reqUired very different' methods of treatment,

We are in the same state today visttvis violence: we need to find out more
;Omit the condition and learn how to sort out its different causes, so that we
can decide which are the most important biological and/or social factors its
each individual case, and.then treat each patient appropriately.

In our view, the best Way to go about gathering the information we. so des
erately need about violence is to start with a sociobiological study Of violent

1101)SOM °MN study Must be aimed at (1) establishing the physical and social
valises for ;melt behavior; (2) developing reliable earlyowarning tests for vio.
tense I (3) Assessing presently available methods of treatment, including media
cal and surgical techniques, as well as behavioral therapies; and (4) establish.
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selves and in our. violent fellow humans. In order to reverse the trend of
human violence. we must set certain basic standards of behavior (e.g., "golden
rule" or "Ten Commandmuts") that any individual with a normal brain can
follow, In addition, we need to find some way to detect those individuals with
brain abnormalities who are. unlikely to be able to follow those standards: In
other words, we need to develop an "early warning test" of limbic brain func-
tion to detect those humans who have e low threshold for impulsive violence,
and we need better and more effective meokods of treating them once we have
found out who they are, Violence is a public health problem, and the major
thrust of any program dealing with violence must be toward its preventiona
goal that will make a better and safer world for us all.
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I, INTRODUCTION

In the very near future, a computer technology will make possible alterna-
tives to imprisonment, 'The development of systems for telemetering inforina-
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tion from sensors implanted in or on the body will soon make possible the ob-
servation and control et liftman behavior withollt actual pllYsivai
Through such telemetric devices, it will be possible to maintain twenty-four
hour-a-day surveillance over the subject and to Intervene electronically or
physically to Influence a ml control selected behavior. It will thus be possible to
exercise control over human behavior and front a distance without physical
contact, The possible iplications for criminology and corrections of such tele-
metric systems is tremendously significant.

The purpose of this paper is: (1) to describe developments during the last
decade in the field of telemetry and electrophysiology as they relate to the con-
trol Of human behavior ; (2) to dispel, if possible, some of the exaggerated no-
tions prevalent amongst legal and philosophical Cassandras as to the extent of
the power and range of these techniques in controlling human behavior and
thought ; (3) to discuss some applications of these techniques to problem areas
in penology and to show how they can make a useful contribution, with a net
gain, to the valeos of individual freedom and privacy ; and (4) to examine
critically "ethical reservations" which might impede both valuable research in
these areas and the application of their results to solving tit problem of crime
control.

ELECTItoNIC TECUMQUES VOU MEWING AM) CONTROLUNti BEHANI011 IN
HUMANS

A telemetric system consists of small electronic devices attached to a subject
that transmit via radio waves information regarding the location and physio-
logical state of the wearer. A telemetry system provides a method whereby-
paenomena may be measured or controlled at a distance from where they oc-
curi.e., remotely (Gristunore, 1905), The great benefit derived from the use
of such systems in studying animals (including man) lies in the ability to get
data from a heretofore inaccessible environment, thus avoiding The experimen-
tal artifacts which arise in a laboratory setting (Slater, 1965; Schwitzgebel.
1067b), It also provides loglange, day-to-day, continuous observation and con-
trol of the Monitored subject, since the data can be fed into a computer Which
can act its both an observer and a controller (Konecci, 1905a).

Telemetry has been put to many and diverse uses. In aerospace biology, both
man and animal have been telemetered for respiration, body temperature,
blood pressure, heart rate (ECG's), brain waves (ECU's) and other physiologi-
cal data (Konecci, 1905b; Slater, 10015; Barr, 1000). Telemetric devices have
been placed: on and in birds, animala and fish of all kinds to learn about such
things as migration patterns, hibernation and spawning locations, respiration
rates, brain wave activity, body temperatures, etc. (Slater, 1905; Lord, 1902;
`perry, 1901; Mackay, 1001; Young, 1964; Epstein, 1908). Telemetry has also.
been used in medicine to obtain the EEG patterns of epileptics during seizures,
and to monitor heart rhythms and respiration rates in humans, for purposes of
diagnosis and resole in times of emergency (Slater, 1005; Caceres, 191I5). The
technology huts proceeded so far that one expert in the field remarked
(Mackay. 1005)

"It appears that almost any signal for which there is a Sensol can be trans-
mitted from almost any species, Problems of size, life, and accuracy Imre been
overcome in most eitse8. Thus, the future possibilities are limited only by the
imagination."

Telemetric systeins can be classified into two types of devIces---"eXtertud de-
vices" and "internal devices."

Extenat device8,---Vor the past several. years, Schwitzgebel (DOM, b ; Note:
Harvard Law Review, 1000) at Harvard has been experimenting ,with a small,
portable trmunnitter, called a Behavior Transmitter-Reinforcer (11TR), Which
is small enough to he carried on a belt end which permits tracking of the
wearer's location, transmitting information about his activities and cotintMl-
eating With hint (by tone signals). The tracking device consists of two contain-
ers, each about the size of a thick paperback book, one of which contains bat,
teries and the other, a transmitter that automatically etnits radio signals,
coded differently for each transmitter so that many of them tatty be ttsed on
otte freqttency band, With a transmitting, range of approximately a qttarter of
a mile under adverse city conditions and a receiving range of two miles, the
lIT -It signals are picked tip by receivers at a laboratory base station and fed
into a modified inissiletracking device which graphs the wearer's location and
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displays it on a screen. The device can also be connected with a sensor resent-
tiling a wristwatch which transmits the wearer's pulse rate. In addition, the
wearer can send signals to the receiving station by pressing a button, and the
receiver can -send a return signal to the wearer.

At present, the primary purpose, of the device is to ticilitate medical and
therapeutic aid to patients, i.e., to effectuate the quick locatkin and rosette of
persons subject to emergency medical conditions that preclude their calling for
help, such as cases of acute cardiac infarction, epilepsy or diabetes (Schwitz-
gebel, 1907a). Also, so far, the use of the device has been limited to volunteers,
and they are free to remove the device. whenever they wish (Schwitzgebel,
1967b). Schwitzgebel has expressed an interest in applying his device to moni-
toring and rehabilitating chronic recidivists on parole.

At the University or California, Los Angeles, Ralph Schwitzgebel's brother,
Robert Schwitzgebel, has perfected a somewhat similar device in which a mini-
attire two-way radio unit, encased in a wide leather belt containing its own
antenna and rechargeable batteries, is Worn by volunteer experimental subjects
(R, Schwitzgebel, 1909). Non-voice communication is maintained between a
central communications station and the wearer by means of a radio signal
which, when sent, activates a small- coil hi the wearer's receiver unit that
makes itself felt as a tap in the abdominal region, accompanied- by a barely
audible tone and a small light. Information is conveyed to the subject by a
coded sequence of taps. In turn, the wearer can send simple coded signal mes-
sages back to the central station, indicating his receipt of the signal, his gen-
eral-state of well being, or the lack of it, and many other matters as well. So
far, this device and its use depend entirely upon a relationship of cooperation
and trust between experimenter and subject.

Another uSe of radlotelemetry on humans which has reached.a high level of
sophistication is the long-distance monitoring of EQG (electro-cardiogram)
waves by Caceres- (1905) and his associates (Cooper, 1965; Ilagan,.1905) . They

- have developed a telemetry syStem by wliich an ambulatory heart Vatient cats
be monitored continuously by a central computer in another city. The patient
has the usual electrocardiograph leads taped to his chest, which are connected
to a small battery powered FM radio transmitter on the patient's belt, The
ECG waves are transmitted, as modulated radio frequencies, to a transceiver
in the vicinity which relays them via an ordinary telephone (encased in an au-
tomated dialing device called a nataphone). The encoded signals of the ECG
can then be transmitted to any place in the World which can be reached by
telephone, On the receiving end, there is an automatic answering device that
accepts the call and turns on the appropriate receiving equipment. In the. usual
case this will be an analog-to-digital conVerter, which quantizes the electrical
waves and changes them to a series of numbers, representing amplitudes at
certain Ore eise times. The computer than analyzes the numerical- amplitude
values and, when an abnormal pattern appears, it not only warns the patient's.
physician (with a bell or fight) but will produce, on request, some or all of
the previous readings it ,has stored. The computer can monitor hundreds of pa-
tients simultaneously by sharing computer time among hundreds of input sig-
nals, and produce an "analySis' of ECG activity for each in as little as 2.5
iiiiiiittesthe time required for the signal to get into the computer's analytical
circuits. Although this "analysis" does not yet amount to a diagnosis of heart
disease or the onset of an attack, there is no reason why computers could not
be taught to read ECG patterns as well as any heart specialist, and with their
ability to make stochastic analyses, in time, they should become better at it
than Most doctors.

The third area where external telemetry has been used to advantage is also
in the medical field. For several years,,Vreeland and Yeager (1905) haVe been
using a subminiature radiotelemeter -for taking EEC's of epileptic
The device is glued to the child's scalp with a special. preparation and eke-
trotter; extend from it to various places on the child's scalp. A receiver is posi-
tioned in an adjoining room of the hospital and sound motion pictures record
the child's behavior, his voice and his EEG on the same film, Some of the ben-
Wits derived front the use of this equipment are (1) that it permits readings
to be taken of an epileptic seizttre as it occurs; and (ii) it allows studies to he
made of NEO. patterns of disturbed children without encumbering them in
trailing wires. At present, however, the device is "external" in the sense that
the electrodes do not penetrate into the brain, and only surface cortical brain
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. wave patterns are picked up by the transmitter, It Is believed, however, that
many epileptic seizures originate in areas deep in the subcortieal regions of
the brain (Walker, 1001), and to obtain HBO readings for these areas, it
would be necessary to implant the electrodes in these areas stereotaxieally.
The significance of such a modification would be that if the transmitter were
transfornied into a transceiver (a minor modification), it would then- be possi-
ble to stimulate the same- sabcortical areas telemetrically. This would, then,
convert rife telemetry system into an "internal" deride, such as the ones we
are now about to describe. . .

Internal aeieem,One of the leaders in the field of internal radie-telemetty
devices is Mackay (1001). He has developed devices which he calls "endoradio-
sondes." These are tiny transmitters that can be swallowed or implanted inter-
nally in man or animal. They have been designed in order to measure and
transmit such physiological variables as gastrointestinal pressure, blood pres-
sure, body temperature, bioelectrical potentials (voltage accompanying the
functioning of the brain, the heart and other muscles), oxygen levels, acidity
and radiation intensity (Mackay, MI5). In fact, in many cases for the pur-
poses of biomedical and physiological research, internal telemetry is the only
way of obtaining the desired data, In the ease where the body functions do
not emit. electrical energy (as the brain, heart and 'other neuromuscular strue-
titres do), these devices have been ingeniously' modified in order to measure
changes in pressure, acidity; etc., and to transmit electrical signals reflecting
these changes .to receivers outside the body. In this case the transmitters are
called "transducers." Both "active" and "passive" transmitters have been de-
veloped, "active" transmitters containing a battery powering an oscillator, and
"passive"- transmitters not containing an internal power source, btit.having in-
stead tuned circuits modulated from an outside power source, Although "pas-

, sive" systems enjoy the advantage of not being concerned with power failure
or battery replacement, they do not put out as good a signal as an "active"
system, Both transmitter systems, at present, have ranges of a few feet to it
dozenjust. enough to bring out the signal front inside the body (Mackay,
1905), Thus, it is generally necessary for the subject to carry 'a small booster
transmitter in order to receive the weak signal from inside the body and in-
crease its strength for rebroadcasting to a remote Monitory or data collection
point. However, with the development of integrated circuits, both transmitters
and boosters can he miniaturized to a fantastic degree,

Electrical Stimulation of the Brain.The technique employed in eleetropliyit-
lology in studying the brain of animals and man by stimulating its different
areas electrically is nothing new. This technique was being used by two Elm),
Titian phySiologists, Fritsch and Ilitzig, on dogs in the latter half of the 111th
Century (Sheer. ; Krech, 1980), In fact, much of the early work in expert-
Mental psreliology was devoted to physiological studies-of the human nervous
system. Dining the last twenty years, howeverperhaps as a result of equip!
ment which allows the implantation of electrodes deep in the stibcortieal re-
gions of the brain nnd the brain stein by stereotaxic instrumentsthe science
of elee,trophysiology has received new impetus, and Mir understanding of
neural activity within the brain and its behavioral and experiential correlates
has been greatly expanded.

The electrical stimulation of various areas of the brain has produced a wide
range of phenomena in animals and humans. An examination of published re-
search in electrical stimulation of the brain suggests two crude methods of
controlling human behavior: (1) by "blocking" of the response, through the
production of fear, anxiety, disorientation, loss of memory dad purpose, and
even, if need be, by loss of Consciousness; and (2) through conditioning behav-
ior by the manipulation of rewarding and aversive stimuli (Jones, 1905), In
this regard, the eXperitnentif of James Olds (1902; 1007) on animals and Rob-
ert (1. Heath (1980) and his associates at Tulane on human§ are particularly
interesting,. Both have. shown the existence in animals and humans of brain
areas of or near the hypothalamus which have what may be very lomfely de-
scribed as "rewarding" and "aversive" effects. The interesting thing about
their experiments IS that both animals and man will self - stimulate themselves
at a tremendous rate in order to receive stimulation "rewards" regardless of,
and soinetimetit in spite of, the existence of. drives such as hunger and thirst,
Moreover, their experiments have put a serious dent in the "drive - reduction"
theory of operant conditioning under Which a response eliciting a reward
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ceases or declines when a point of satiation is reached, since in their expert-
meats no satiation point seems ever to be"reached (the subject losing con-
sciousness front physical exhaustion unless the stimulus is terminated before-
hand by the eXperimenter). Thus their experiments indicate that there may be
"pleasure centers" in the brain which are capable of producing hedonistic
responses which are independent of drive reduction. In humans, however, the
results. of hypothalamus stimulation have not always been as clear as those
with animals, and some experimenters have produced confusing and inconsist-
ent results (King, 1961; Sem-Jacobsen, 1960).

Current research in the field of electrophysiology seems to hold out the pos-
sibility of exerting a limited amount of external control over the emotions,
consciousness, memory and behavior of man by electrical stimulation of the
brain, Krech (1966) quotes a leading eleetrophysiologist, Delgado of the Yale
School of Medicine, as stating that .current researches "support the distasteful
conclusion that motion, emotion and behavior can be directed by electrical
forces and that humans can be controlled like robots by push buttons." Al-
though the authors have the greatest respect for Delgado's expertise in this
field, they believe he overstates the case in this instance. None of the research
indicates that man's every action can be directed by a puppeteer at an electri-
cal keyboard; none indicates that thoughts can he placed into the heads of men
electrically ; none indicates that a man can be directed like a mechanical robot.
At most, they indicate that some of man's activities can possibly be deterred
by such methods, that certain emotional states might be induced (with very
uncertain consequences in different individuals), and that man might be condi-
tioned along certain approved paths by "rewards" and "punishments" carefully
administered at appropriate times. Techniques of direct brain stimulation de
veloped in electrophysiology thus hold out the possibility of influencing and
controlling selected human behavior within limited parameters.

The. use, then, of telemetric systems as a method of monitoring man, of ob-
taining physiological data from his body and nervous system, and of stimulat-
ing his brain electrically from a distance, seems in the light of present re"-
search entirely feasible and possible as a method of control. There is, however,
a gap in our knowledge which must be filled before telemetry and electrical
stimulation of the brain could be applied to any control system. This gap is in
the area of interpretation of incoming data. Before crime. can be prevented,
the monitor must know what the, subject is doing or is about to do. It would
not be practical to attach microphones to the monitored subjects, nor to have
them in visual communication by television, and it would probably be illegal
(Note: Harvard Law Review, 1966). Moreover, since the incoming data will
eventually be fed into a computer,1 it will be necessary to confine the informa-
thin transmitted to the computer to such non-verbal, non-visual data as loco-
Hon, EEG patterns, ECG patterns and oher physiological data. At the present
Haw. EEG's tell us very little about what a person is- doing or even about his
emotional state (Konecci, Ma). ECU's tell us little more than heart rhythms.
Certain other physiological data, however, such as respiration, muscle tension,
the presence of adrenalin in the blood stream, combined with knowledge of the
subject's location, may be particularly revealinge,g., a parolee with a past
record of burglaries is tracked to a downtown shipping district (in fact, is ex-
actly placed in a store known to be locked up for the night) and the physio-
logical data reveals an increased respiration rate, a tension In the musculature
and an increa ;ed flow of adrenalin. It would be a safe guess, certainly, that lie
was up to no good. The computer in this ease, Weighing the probabilities,
would come to a decision and alert the police or parole officer so that they
could hasten to the scene; or, if the subject were equipped with an implanted
radiotelemeter, it could transmit an electrical signal which could block further
action by the subject by causing him to forget or abandon his Project. How-
ever, before computers can be designed to perform such functions, a greater
knowledge derived from experience in the use of these devices on human sub
jects, as to the correlates between the data received from them and their iie
teal behavior, must be acquired.

t £4V4tP111 Monitoring thousands of parolees would be practical if there
had to hp a Minititt monitor for every monitored subject on a 24hour.a.day, sevendaya
nweek b11818, Therefore, computers would be absoltitely tiecessaryi

Se-
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III. CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH TELEMETRY TECHNIQUES IdIGIIT INITIALLY RE
APPLIED IN CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMING

The development of sophisticated techniques of electronic surveillance and
control could radically alter the conventional wisdom regarding the merits of
iprisoinuent. It has been the opinion of many thoughtful penologists for
sometime that prison life is not particularly conducive to rehabilitation (Suth-
erland, 1966; Sykes, 1986; Vold, 1954; Morris, 1963). Some correctional author-
ities, such as the youth and Adult Corrections Agency of the State of Califor-
nia, have been exploring the possibilities of alternatives to incarceration,
believing that the offender can best be taught "to deal lawfully with the
given elements of the society while he functions, at least partially, in that so-
ciety and not when he is withdrawn from it" (Gels, 1964). Parole is one way
of accomplishing that objective, but parole is denied to many inmates of the
Prison system, not always for reasons to do with their ability to be reformed
or the risk of allowing them release on parole. The development telemetric
control systems could help increase the number of offenders who could safely
and effectively be supervised within the community.

Schwitzgebel suggests (190Th) that it would be safe to allow the release of
many poor-risk or .nonparolable convicts into the community provided that
their activities were continuously monitored by some sort of telemetric device.
He states:

"A parolee thus released would probably be less likely than usual to commit
offenses if 11 record of his location were kept at the base station. If a two-way
tone communication were included in this system, a therapeutic relationship
might be established in which the parolee could be rewarded, warned, or other-
wise signalled in accordance with the plan for therapy."

He also states:
"Securitrequipment has been designed, but not constructed that could insure

the wearing of the transmitting equipment or indicate attempts to compromise
or -disable the system."

He further states that it has been the consistent opinion of inmates and pa-
rolees inter viewed about the matter that they would rather put up with the
constraints, inconveniences and annoyances of an electronic monitoring system,
while enjoying the freedom outside an institution, than to suffer the much
greater loss of privacy, restrictions on freedom, annoyance and inconveniences
of prison life,

The envisioned systeni of telemetric control while offering many possible ad-
vantages to offenders over present penal measures also has several possible
benefits for society. Society, through such systems, exercises control over W-
horl-Or it defines as deviant,. thus insuring its own protection. The offender, by

-returning to the community, can help support his dependents and share in the
overall tax burden, The offender is also in a better position to make meaning-
ful restitution, Because the control system works on conditioning principles,
the offender is habituated hitt, non-deviant behavior patternsthus perhaps de-
creasing the probability of recklivistn and, once the initial cost of development
is absorbed, a telemetric control .system might provide substantial economic ad-

. vantage compared to rather costly correctional programs, All in all, the devel-
°molt of such a system could prove tremendously beneficial for society.

The adequate development of telemetric control systems is in part dependent
upon their possible application. In order to ensure the beneficial use of such a
system, certain minimal conditions ought to be imposed in order to forestall
possible ethical and legal objections :

1. The consent of the inmate should be obtained, after a full explanation is
given to him of the nature of the equipment, the limitations involved in its
usage, the risks and constraints that will be placed upon his freedom, and the
option he has of returning to prison if its use becomes too burdensome.

2. The equipment should not be used for purposes of gathering evidence for
the prosecution of crimes, but rather should be employed as a crime prevention
device, A la* should be passed giving the users of this equipment an absolute
privilege of keeping confidential all information obtained therefrom regardless
of to whom it pertains, and all data should be declared as inadmissable in
court, The parole authorities, if they be the Users of this equipment, should
have the discretionary power to revoke parole whenever they see fit without
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As far as privacy is eoncerned, most of the arguments are squarely met by
the conditions and safeguards previously proposed. However, when one begins
to implant endoradiosondes subcutaneously or to control actions through elev.
Meal stimulation of the brain one runs_ into a particularly troublesome objec
Hon. which is often included within the scope of "privacy," although perhaps
it should be separately Mailed as the "human dignity" or "sacred vessel of the
spirit" argument. This is the argument that. was raised when compulsory vac
eination was proposed, and which is still being raised as to such things as
birth control, heart transplants, and proposals for the improvement Of man
through eugenics. The argument 'seems to stem from an ancient, well.
entrenched belief that man, in whatever condition Ile 1121d5 himself, (Well 111 a
.state of decrepitude, is as Nature or Clod intended him to be and inviolable.
Bven when a man consents to have his physical organism changed, some
people feel uneasy at the prospect, and raise objections.

Perhaps the only way to answer such an argument is to rudely disabuse pep-
ph, of the notion that there is any dignity involved in being a sick person, or
as mentally disturbed person, or a criminal person whose acts constantly bring
him into the degrading circumstances, which the very persons praising human
dignity so Willingly inflict upon him. Perhaps the only way to explode the no-
tion of man its a perfect, or perfectible, being, made in Clod's image (the
Bible), a little lower than the angels (Disraeli), or as naturally good but eor
Ignited by civilization (Rousseau), is to review the unedifying career of man
down through the ages and to point to some rather interesting facets of his
biological make-up, attimal-like-behavior, and evolutionary career which have
been observed by leading biologists and zoologists (Lorenz, 1086; Morris., 19117;
-Itostand. 1959). Unfortunately, there is not time here to perform such a tusk
or to rip away the veil of human vanity that so enshrouds these arguments.

reedam.----Thp first thing that should be said with regard to the issue of
Minton freedom is that there is none to be found in most of our prisons. As
Sykes (196(1) remarks:
. ". the maximum security prison represents a metal system in W111011 an
attempt is made to create and maintain total or almost total social control."

This point is so well recognized that it need not be belabored, but it does
serve to highlight the irrelevancy of the freedom objection as far as the prison
inmate is eotteertted. Any system which allows him the freedom of the open
community, which maintains an unobtrusive surveillance and which intervenes
only rarely to block or frustrate his activities can surely appear to him only
as a vast improvement in his situation.

Most discussions of freedom discuss it as if Man were the inhabitant of a
natitral world. rather than a social world. They fail to take into-account the
high degree of subtle twnIntion which social life necessarily entails. As Hebb
(10(11 put very well :

"What I nut saying implies that civilization depends on an allpervasive
thought control established in infancy, which both maintains and is Main-
tained by the social environment, consisting of the behavior of the members of
society What we are really talking about in this symposittm is mind in an
accustomed social environment, and mote particularly a social environment
that we consider to be the normal nice. It is easy to forget this, and the means
by which it is achieved. The thought control that we object to, the 'tyranny
over the mind of mole to which Ieft01.8011 swore 'eternal hostility,' is only the
one that IS imposed by some autocratic agency, and does not include the rigor-
ous and doetritutive control that society itself exercises, by common consent.
In moral and political values. I do not suggest that this Is 'undesirable. Quite
the contrary, I argue that a sound society must have such a control, but let us
at least. see what we are doing. We do not bring up our children with open
minds and then, When they cini reason, let theta reason and make tap their
minds as they wilt concerning the acceptability of incest, the value of courtesy
in social relations, or the desirability of democratic government. Instead We
tell theta what's what, and to the extent that we are'suceessftil as parents and
teachers, we see that they take it and make it part of their mental processes,
with 110 further need of policing.

"The problem of thought control, or control of the mind, then, is not how to
avoid it, considering it only as a Malign Infittenee exerted over the innocent by
foreigners, Commttnists, and other evil fellows. We all exert it; only, on the
whole, we are more efildient at it, 1.0rom this point of view the course of a des
Veloping civilization is, on the one hand, ail increasing uniformity of aims and

t"
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values, and thus also of social behavior, or on the other, an 'Releasing eine)
Monal tolerance of the stranger, the one who differs from inc In looks, beliefs,
or action --n tolerance, however, that still has narrow limits."

DiscussionS of freedom that one customarily finds in law journals also fail
to take into aecount the distinction between. objective tend subjective freedom,
Objective freedom for each loan Is a product of power, wealth or authority,
since It is only through the achievement of one or more of these that one can
control so as not to be controlledi.e., it is only through these that one can,
on one baud, guard against the abuses, infringements, and overreaching of
one's fellow man which limit one, and, on the other hand, commit those very
offenses against one's neighbor and, by doing so, obtain all one's heart desires.
This Is not to neglect the role of the law in preventing' a war -of. all against
all, In providing the freedom that goes with peace, and with ensuring that ail
share to a certain extent in the protections and benefits of a wellordered so.
clety, But laws are themselves limitations imposed upon objective freedom,
Radical objective freedom is inconsistent with social life, since in order for
some to have it, others must be denied it. Such a radical freedom may also he
intolerable psychologically ; one nmy actually feel "constrained" by an excess
of options (Fromm, 1903).

Subjective freedom, on the other hand, is a sense of not being pressed by the
demands of authority and nagged by unfulfilled desires, It is totally dependent
on awareness. Such a concept of freedom is easily realizable within the con
text of an ordered society, whereas radical objective freedom is not. Since so
elety cannot allow men too much objective freedom, the least it can do (and
'he wise thing to do) is to so order its affairs that men are not aware or con.
corned about any lack of it. The technique of telemetric control of human
beings offers the possibility of regulating behavior with precision ou a subcon
Mous level, and avoiding the cruelty of depriving man of his subjective sense
of freedom.

v, CONCLUSION

Two noted psychologists, C. R. Rogers and B. V. Skinner, carried on a de-
bate in the pages of Science magazine (1950) over the issue of the moral re.
sponsibility of behavioral scientists in view of the everwidening techniques of
behavior control. Skinner said:

"The dangers inherent in the control of human behavior are very real. The
possibility of misuse of scientific knowledge must always be faced. We cannot
escape by denying the power of a science of behavior or arresting its develop.
limit. It is no help to cling to familiar philosophies of human behavior simply
110(!attiO they are more reassuring. As I have pointed out elsewhere, the new
techniques emerging from a science of behavior must be subject to the explicit
Counter control which has already been called to earlier and cruder forms,"

Skinner's point was that the scientific age had arrived; there was' no hope
of halting its advance; and that scientists could better spend their time in ex-
plaining the nature of their discoveries so that proper controls might be ap
plied (not to stop the advance, hit to direct it into the proper ehannelk,
rather than in establishing their own set of goals and their own ne plus ftitra
to "proper research," This is a valid point, Victor lingo once said ; "Nothing is
toe powerful as an idea" Whose time has arrived." The same holds, true for a
technology. whose time is upon us, Those countrifT whose social life advances
to keep pace with their advancing technology tvil.t survive in the world of to-
morrow ; those that look backward and cling to longoutmoded values will fall
Into the same state of degradation that Chinn suffered in the 19th and early
20th Centuries because suite cherished to much the past, These are not inap-
propriate remarks to -make here, because the nations that can so control behav
lot as to control the crime problem will enjoy an immense advantage over
those that do not, Whether we like it or not, changes in technology require
changes in political and social life and in values most adaptable to those
changes, It would be froth(' indeed if science, which was granted, and Is
granted, the freedom to invent weapons of total destruction, Were not granted
a similar freedo to invent methods of controlling the humans who wield them,

Rogers agreed with Skinner that human control of -hunums as practiced
evervwhere in social and political life, but framed the issues differently, 14e. .

Said (MO)
, They can be stated very briefly; Who will be controlled? Who will eu4

ercise control? What type of control will be exercised? MOO important of
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1011'111'd what end or Nviint purpose, ill lairstiltof %vitat %.alties, will control be
exorcised

Thete tire very baste questions. They itood to be answerod, alai they mh0111(1
be answered,

Jean Itostoml 19:111), ri oontomporao. French biologist of note, asks can
ntin he mollified? Ho points to the Not that, since the emergenee of /mat 8ap-
irtts over 1ot),M)0 years ago, matt has not evolved physically in the slightest de-
gree, lie has the same brain now that he matt then, except that now It is tilled
up with the accuttittlatod littowletigo of 5,unit Fears 01' civilizationknowledge
that has not seemed to he adequate to the task of erasing certain primitive
humanoid traits, such as int ragiled fie aggrl.'NS11111, tVhiel1 '18 a disgusting trait
hot oven common to most atilt:40s, Seeing that tuna note possesses the eapabill-
ties ('I' effecting certain changes in his biological structure, he asks whether it
isn' it reAsonahle proposal for num to hasten evolution along by modifying
himself Into something better than what In' has bei.att for the last 1.00,000 years,
11'e believe tint this is it reasontible proposal, and ask: 1Vhat better lay° to
4t11 tl;;lli with those itolividuttls most lit need of it vintage for the bettor? .
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'AIMS AND TAM): 111:11AVIolt Aloitemyri0x, Tnim EcoSoNlIt:14, ASI) 1,A1t'

Dahl IS. 1Vewler*-91 L, Rev, 81 (1973)

Not surprisingly, legal concepts from the prisoners' rights movement have
begun to 51)111 over into the area of the rights Of the institutionalized mentally'

Since the mental patient movement is free of the law and order backlash
that restrains the legal battles of prisoners, it may evoke considerable sympa.
thy the piddle, the legIslatares, mai the courts.

Commetitators-and authorities have recently directed attention to important
procedural problems in the administration of psychiatric justice1 and to the
legal issues presented by various methods Of therapy, Legal restrictions on a
hospital's right to subject unwilling patients to electroconvulsive therapy 2 and
psyehosurgery s are develoin,., rapidly, mid close scrutiny is now being given
to "aversive" techniques Of behavior modification and control 4such as prom,
(lures for suppressing transvestitism by administering electric !hocks
to the patient while dressed in women's clothing, and procedures for wand-
ling alcoholism or narcotics addiction by arranging medically for severe nau-
sea or even temporary aralYsis (I:winding respiratory arrest) to follow inges-
tion' of the habituating substance!, It Is likely that certain treatments may he
deemed so offensive, frightening, or risky that the law may eventually preclude
them altogether,', or at least restrict them by requiring the patient's informed
cousent,7

Though aversive therapeutic techniques urn receiving close attention,
schemes of "positive" behavior control s--- whereby appropriate, nonleviant be-
havioral responses are encouraged by rewarding their oecurrencehave not
been subjected to any careful study. It is perhaps assumed that when rewards
rather than punishments are employed, no grave legal, social or ethical ques-
tions are involved,"ro a great extent, that is unquestionably true: few would
have their ire,nroused, for example, by praising It child and offering him

Professor Of Law, University of ArIZOlia. 11.A., 1901, Harlow Collette .1.1)., 1964,
New York University.

I See. e.g., Wexlee. Seovili it al, The Admiistratirm 0/ l'maehlatir JaNtler: Theory
and Praellee In Arizona, in Atm. L. 121'3'. I (1971) I heeehiliftee cited as P8vvillATille
.ittsTtett 1411041.1cTI,

N.V. Times, July 15, 1972. at 7, col. 3. In California, :option 9:12910 m' the Welfare
ii ml Institutions C1)(10 gives a patient the right to refuse shock treatment, lilt the fol-
lowing section allows the professional person in charge of the institution, or ids &sig.
Ref, to deny the right "for good muse," att.. WOLF'. & fxsi"xs COON § 5320
(West Sapp. 1971).

3 Iterggfa, 1'he Return of Lobotomy and Psychoettetlery* 118 C0:10. Mc. n1002 (daily
ea, Vett. 24, 1072). Possible nourologleal bases of deviant and violent behavior are dim.
thissed la V. Wilk & City's, VtotxXch AND '1,115 lluAtx (1970), Soelolegal
implications of the Mark & Ervin work are expldred ill 'Wexler, Book Review, 85 linitv.
1,. lttiv, 1489 (1972).

411, Sett WerMoloikt.. Otiviii,otimkNT AND rADA1, litillt0,YriON or COMItC1111

liatiAvtott Motrte,vrtos neastottak Wrett OrrhsOtata (1971). Seliwitsgebel's work
has been condensed to atiele form in Seltwitsgebel, Limitations on the Doerelee Teertt
bent of Dflentlere 8 CRIAt. 207 (1972), On itVersiott therap,v generally, see. S.
ItAeltStAN & .1. P'.1!11.talmt.11. AvrttatoN Tammy Aso llatintioit ulaonaalta (11100) ;
A. 11AstiliA, PlitScliq,kt4 or MittAtiott ltolarte.vrlos 293-354 (1909) (hereinafter cited
as HANDDItA

38ee SehwIty.gebel, 1.lutltrttlnux on the Coerelve 'hutment of Offentlues. 8 CHM L.
11ilt,t,, 207, 28 -80 (1972). Aneetine, a drug that induces tetnpOrary paralysis and respi
ratory arrest, has been WWII for behavior control in some California institutions. COS
Note, Dondltioning and WIT MA/10/00W IAN to "I'reat1" "Itehabilltotet" "Demo!,
1.-10" Dehmlow and Nodal Patients, 45 8o, CALM L. Hay. ON, 083-40 (1972).

"fir, Peter Ilreggiu argues that psychosurgery should he precluded on these grounds,
11thera11 ll lirrgalu, en,yra note 3.
' Patients have it right not Jo be subjected to treatment procedures smelt its lobot

only, eleetmeotividsive treattnent, ativersive rsiel reinforeeeta eoditioig or other
unusual or lutV,artioutt treatment procedures without their express and infortipil consent
after eon:natation with counsel or interested ,party of the patient's elioiee'l Wyatt v.
Sticknev, 844 1, Stipp, 873, 880 (MM. Ala. 1972), (dealing with Bryce and Sento, Hos.
pilafs for the mentally ill). Pete (1040 Wyatt V, Stiekney, 344 V, Stipp, 887, 400 (MIL

1972). (dealing with Partlow State School and Hospital for the mentally re-
tarded), '1111(440 two eases will hereinafter be distilignished by bracketed indleation of the
hospital they dealt with.

s liAsittMA, Rliprit note 4, at 217-112.
CJ, McIntire, Spare the Use

of
Itehooloe Atodi PsYcnoLoot TOM., lice,

1970, at 42, Considerable controversy is, of, course, generated by calls for behavioral en
ginepring on ktoviety.wille nettle, such as is advocated in B. +% 8XINtialt, liaVoNa V10114,
DOM AND IODNITV (1(171). See e.g., Ramsey, Hook Review. I last1014 is CuttM 131 (1972)

lug Shiitt is hunk t,

4
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